
15-488 Spring ’20 - Homework 3

Supervised and Unsupervised Image Classification

OUT: March 18, 2020 - DUE: March 29, 2020, 11:55pm

Instructions

The total number of points available from the questions is 135, where 35 points are bonus
points (i.e., you only need 100 points to get the maximum grade).

By the due date, you have to submit on Autolab:

• The notebook hw3.ipynb addressing the steps described in the handout. Note that your functions
must run without errors to get any points. Carefully check the execution of your notebook before
submitting it!

The handout include a set of utility functions, grouped in the file utility_functions.py
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1 Functions for unsupervised image classification

We will use the MNIST dataset of handwritten digits, which is provided in the CSV file mnist_784.csv

that can be downloaded from https://www.openml.org/data/get_csv/52667/mnist_784.arff.

Images in the database are represented using 784 features, corresponding to the pixel intensities of 28×
28 grayscale images.

The function load_dataset(filepath, split_fraction=0.8) (included in the handout) takes as input a
string with the path of the MNIST file, and a float parameter split_fraction that determines which
fraction of the dataset should be used for training and which for testing.

The function reads the dataset using pandas methods, and returns four numpy arrays: features_img,

labels_img, features_img_test, labels_img_test, holding respectively the image features and the digit
labels used for training, and the image features and the labels used for testing.

For instance, if split_fraction is 0.8, features_img is an array of shape (56000, 784) and labels_img

has shape (56000,1).

Problem 1.1: (8 points)

Write the function

visualize_images(features_img , labels_img , img_size =(28, 28),

img_titles=’Digit’, n=15, selection=’deterministic ’)

that takes as input image features and their corresponding labels (as returned by the previous
function) and visualize n of these images arranging them in r rows and c columns, c fixed to 5.

If selection is ’deterministic’ the first n images of the array are displayed together with the digit
(the label) they correspond to. If selection is anything else, the n images to display must be selected
at random from the array.

For instance, invoking visualize_images(features_img, labels_img, n=12) should produce the fol-
lowing output:
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Problem 1.2: (12 points)

Write the function

cluster_digit_images(image_examples , n_clusters =10)

that takes as input an array of image features and a number of clusters. In practice, this function
will take as input the features_img array returned by the load_dataset() function with the feature
arrays from all the images.

The function performs unsupervised image classification (and compression) by identifying n_clusters

centers that act as the codewords in a Vector Quantization process. The set of all codewords (i.e.,
cluster centers), corresponds to the VQ codebook). Each codeword acts as a prototype image for
all the images falling in its cluster.

The function returns the following variables:
digit_centers, cluster_labels, kmeans_SSD, kmeans_iterations, kmeans_comp_time, where:

• digit_centers are the cluster centers, that define the prototypes of each digit class, e.g., if
n_clusters is 10, the shape of the digit_centers array is (10, 784).

• cluster_labels are the labels (cluster id) of all the images, that in the case of split_fraction=0.8
and n_clusters=10, is an array of shape (56000,1);

• kmeans_SSD is the sum of the squared distances of the images from the cluster centers as
computed by K-Means, i.e., the quantification of the distortion loss of the computed clustering;

• kmeans_iterations is the number of iterations it took to K-Means to reach convergence;

• kmeans_comp_time is the CPU time used by K-Means to find the clustering (i.e., the time to
reach out a local minimum in the distortion function).

Problem 1.3: (8 points)

Write the function

show_performance(true_labels , learned_labels)

that reports about the performance of unsupervised classification using clustering.

This function makes use of the function get_labeled_info(true_labels, cluster_labels, n_clusters)

(included in the handout) that associates to each image i the label of the digit d which is the most
frequent among the images in the cluster c where i belongs to. The most frequent digit label is
compute by using the mode() method.

For instance, let’s assume that after running K-Means with n_clusters=10, cluster 3 comprises 100
images. Among these images, 75 correspond to digit 7, while the other 25 correspond to some other
digits. Note that when we say that 75 of the images in cluster 3 correspond to digit 7, it means
that IF we use the original image labels we would discover that those 75 images are all images of
a handwritten 7. Of course, K-Means didn’t use the labels, but in order to assess the classification
performance of the computed clustering, we can make use of the labels. This is what the function
get_labeled_info(labels_img, cluster_labels, n_clusters) does. It takes as input the true labels
(i.e., the digits) of all the images in the dataset, the cluster labels of the images as assigned by K-
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Means, and the number of clusters, and returns the array learned_labels containing the digit labels
associated to each cluster. In the example, since the majority of the images in cluster 3 corresponds
to digit 7, all the images belonging to cluster 3 get the label 7 in the array learned_labels. In this
way, we can compare the true and the learned labels to assess the performance of the unsupervised
classifier.

The function show_performance(true_labels, learned_labels) prints out a full performance report
according to the format shown in the figure below (the number of decimal digits must be set to 2),
and returns the accuracy score as a float.

Problem 1.4: (7 points)

Write the function

show_confusion_matrix(true_labels , learned_labels , n_clusters)

that takes as input the true image labels (as explained in the previous question) and the learned
labels, as well as the number of clusters, and prints out the confusion matrix precisely with the
format shown in the figure below.
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Problem 1.5: (15 points)

Write the function

perform_experiments(features_img , labels_img , features_img_test ,

labels_img_test , n_clusters =[10 ,11 ,12 ,13])

that takes as input the raw image features and the labels as returned by load_dataset() and runs
a set of experiments using a list of values, n_clusters, for the number of clusters to try out.

For each value in the n_clusters list, the function calls the cluster_digit_images() function and
use the returned values to show the performance using the show_performance(), and the confusion
matrix using the show_confusion_matrix() function.

During the loop iterations, the called functions generate their output. It is good practice to make
the output nicely formatted such that the output of each iteration stands out well, like for instance
is shown in the figure below that shows the output for 10 clusters.

The function also plots the graphs showing the behavior of classification accuracy, SSD, compu-
tation time, and iterations to complete vs. the number of clusters. At this aim you can use the
function plot_results(pd_series, n_clusters, xlabel, ylabel) included in the handout to produce
the plots.

The resulting plots should look like in the figure below for the case of n_clusters[10,11,12,13] (of
course the numbers on the y-axes might be different from yours).
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2 Notebook for unsupervised image classification

Problem 2.1: (30 points)

Use the functions from the previous section to create a notebook that performs clustering-based
image classification.

In the notebook you must include the code of all functions, execute the functions in the cells, and
reason about the observed results (the Comment parts in the list below).

More specifically, the notebook must include the following sections:

1. Read the dataset and store the in numpy arrays the image data for training and testing, using
0.8 to split in train and test.

2. Visualize 18 images from the dataset. Comment: how is the quality of the images in the
dataset? are the numbers clear? do the classification task seems difficult?

3. Show the histogram of the digit labels in the dataset. Comment: are the labels more or less
uniformly distributed among the digits? do you spot any potential issues?

4. Perform clustering using 10 clusters, i.e., one cluster per digit.

5. Visualize the cluster centers. Comment: do the image prototypes make sense? does the quality
of the clustering / classification seem good based on the defined prototype images?

6. Show the histogram of the learned labels. Comment: how this histogram compares with the
one of the true labels?

7. Compute and show the measures of performance accuracy as well as the confusion matrix.
Comment: do you spot any issue? is the overall performance acceptable?

As a reference, note that for 10 clusters, you are expected to obtain an accuracy of about 60%.

8. Perform experiments for the following number of clusters: [10, 16, 64, 128, 256]. Comment:
give general comments on the observed results and trends, computation times, iterations to
reach convergence.

3 Image classification using supervised approaches and different
extracted features

The purpose of this section is to compare the performance of unsupervised classification with that of a
supervised method, as well as to explore the use of different features extracted from the images.

Problem 3.1: (10 points)

Write the function

classification_with_knn(features_train , labels_train ,

features_test , labels_test)

that takes as input image features and labels, similarly to what was done above.
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The function performs supervised classification of the image data using K-Nearest Neighbor classifier
and returns the accuracy score.

The best cross-validated k is found by using the GridSearchCV() function over the candidate set
[3, 5, 10]. The result is printed out. The function find_best_number_of_neighbors(k_values, features,

labels) included in the handout shows how to use GridSearchCV().

As a reference, note that with K-NN you should be able to easily get high accuracies, over 98%.
However, computation time might be significant.

Add the function to the notebook and comment / compare the performance with that obtained by
using unsupervised learning.

Problem 3.2: (8 points)

Write the function

extract_histogram_features(images , nbins)

that takes as input an array of image features, images (e.g., as returned by load_dataset()), and an
integer, nbins.

The function returns an array of new image features as the frequencies in the selected number of
histogram bins.

Problem 3.3: (10 points)

Write the function

extract_canny_features(images , sigma)

that takes as input an array of image features, images (e.g., as returned by load_dataset()), and
the σ value for the Gaussian filter applied in the Canny edge detector.

The function returns an array of new image features as the edges computed by the Canny edge
detector.

Problem 3.4: (10 points)

Write the function

extract_hog_features(images ,

orientations =8,

pixels_per_cell = (6,6),

cells_per_block = (3,3))

that takes as input an array of image features, images (e.g., as returned by load_dataset() and three
parameters related to the computation of the Histogram of Oriented Gradients.

The function returns an array of new image features as the HOG values computed by the HOG
method.
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Problem 3.5: (17 points)

Use the three feature extraction functions above to generate new features to pass to the function
classification_with_knn(features_train, labels_train, features_test, labels_test).

In the notebook, perform the image classification task with the three different types of features
(maybe explore different values for the parameters of the feature extractors). Report and compare
the results among themselves and with the results obtained by using pixel intensities as features.
Comment the overall process and try to explain the observed results, and the pros and cons of using
the different features.

As a reference, note that using histogram features you are expected to get quite low accuracies,
about 30% or so, while performance will improve using edge features and, more substantially, using
HOG features, reaching about 98%.
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